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About This Game

Text Wormhole is a dodge game of bullet hell generated by the roguelike way dynamically based on the theme of letters, which
adopts the minimalist design style. The unprecedented visual spectacle will give you an extraordinary game experience.

Introduction:
Players need to dodge bullet letters and find the same letters as theirs in the shortest time, so as to enter the next round of the
game. The difficulty will gradually increase, and the algorithm generated dynamically is used in each round. The player who

finishes this game from A to Z in the shortest time will be the world champion!

Features:
Limitless charm, and fast pace

The speed is very rapid, and a lot of interference letters will show up in each round. Players need to pass the level one after
another with only one life. If you hit the wrong letter, you fail!

Diverse challenges
This game sets over 50 levels, which are combined randomly.

Expect what you will encounter for your next challenge!

The exploration of visual art
The magic music and the crazy pictures bring you to an unprecedented game experience. The original idea of this game came

from the team member Harvey Jackson, and this program was his personal project about the course Visual Poetics and
Narrative in his postgraduate period. We were shocked by the visual effect, and so we decided to start this challenging project.
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Two-player mode and fight with your friend!
This game supports two players, and quickly invite your friends to challenge it together.

Survival mode
At the same time, we provide a super difficult survival mode for the veterans of bullet hell, and each round is a purgatory mode.

In addition, the game is also equipped with a wealth of content expansion.
Steam achievements, leaderboards, full controller support & trading cards!

In the meanwhile, we will release more game modes and levels, so please look forward to them!
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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Elknight
Publisher:
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An extremely addictive game, at first I planned to check the game mechanics in few minutes before going to bed, and now I'm
sitting here writing this, with all achievements unlocked_(:\u0437\u300d\u2220)_

P.S: I spend 35 minutes to unlock all achievements, while there is one named "Unparalleled", which got a description says:"You
need to stick to 60 minutes.", and I unlock this only 9 minutes later than another one which need you to stick 30 minutes, so
there's at least one elephant in the room now, lol.

Anyway, it's a good game with this price, also potential on game mechanics, and will be a even better one after being polished.

P.P.S: Could you get rid off the instruction that shows up every single round? I think the gaming experience will be much better
without that.. Never before have I hated the letter I as much as I do now.. I am 10th place on the leaderboard. Bow down to me..
Cool, neat, unique!!!!!!. Fast paced dodging game that's almost imposssible, Only 3 people actually won the game that's insane
GG's to them.

8/10 would dotch everything in the first level to release i had to merge into the same letter again.. (I got the game for $0.66)

I really like the first few minutes of this game. I also really like the idea of using text like this, it's visually pleasing.

Needs some work, but it's definitely playable.
- cursor should be hidden during gameplay
- pause menu?
- the rest of the main menu is sort of hidden if you don't try 2 player
- being able to set font family would be nice. AMAZING MIX OF AGILITY AND PUZZLE QUITE GOOD!
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